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Dielectronic recombination in plasmas: The final state distribution
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~Received 22 November 1999!

The dielectronic recombination rate is one of the important input parameters to rate equations for modeling
plasmas, where the excited state population of the plasma ions is determined by taking into account the
radiative and collisional effects of plasma particles. The rates are often conveniently summarized in the form
of empirical formulas to facilitate their use; in particular, properly designed rate formulas are needed that
describe the electron capture to the individual singly excited final recombined states. However, the currently
available rate formulas fail to meet this requirement, although they are obtained from more detailed benchmark
calculations that explicitly include all the important transitions. The modified rate formulas may be obtained by
keeping separate the rates to the individual singly excited final states, but still summing the contributions from
different intermediate resonance states, with proper account of the cascades. Ne-like Al31 ions in their
ground state are used as examples to show that the rates to the final ground state are reduced by as much as a
factor of 5 from the total rates.

PACS number~s!: 52.20.2j, 34.80.Kw, 32.80.Dz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the dielectronic recombination~DR!
process in the analysis of line spectra emitted by astroph
cal plasmas and the realization in the 1970s that DR by
purity ions in tokamaks is the dominant cooling mechani
have been the main incentive for much of the research ac
ity on DR in recent years, both experimentally and theor
cally @1,2#. For highly charged ions, heavy-ion accelerato
with storage rings and electron-beam ion traps have pla
an especially important role in generating experimental d
while for low-charged ions large effects of electric fields
DR have been observed experimentally@3#.

DR is one of the three known ways by which plasm
electrons recombine with ions. The other two are radiat
recombination~RR! and three-body recombination~TBR!.
The excess energy released by the recombining electro
carried away by emitted photons in RR and by increa
kinetic energy of the participating electrons in TBR. On t
other hand, in DR the energy released by the recombin
electron is first expended to excite one of the bound electr
of the target ion. This first step of excitation recombinati
does not involve radiation, but creates a doubly excited
toionizing state, which can subsequently decay either ra
tively to singly excited final states~f ! of the recombined ion,
or to the initial state via inverse autoionization. If stat
reached by radiative emission are still multiply excited a
Auger unstable, then further cascade corrections must be
plied until Auger-stable final states are reached, thus c
pleting the DR, although the states may still be radiativ
unstable. In the absence of plasma perturbations, the Au
stable final excited statesf may be summed to obtain the tot
DR rates. However, the presence of plasma particles
modify their population, and this is what a modeling pr
gram needs to determine. Consequently, the excited state
tribution resulting directly from the DR process is importa
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~3!/4096~8!/$15.00
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as an input to the rate equations.
In the simplified independent electron picture, the tw

step DR process of excitation/capture followed by a radiat
decay to Auger-stable final states is schematically descr
by

e21AZ1~g!→AZM1~R!** →AZM1~ f !* 1x, ~1!

whereg is the ground state of the target ion with chargeZ,
R5(a,b) are doubly excited resonance states of the reco
bined ion of chargeZM5Z21, andf is the final state of the
recombined ion in a singly excited state with the princip
quantum numbern. In Eq. ~1!, x denotes the emitted radia
tion. In the single-particle picture, the excitation ener
Dag5ea2eg is supplied by the recombining electron as
releases the excess energyDcb5ec2eb5Dag . Thus, the ini-
tial step of excitation/capture makes DR a resonant proc
with sharp dependence on the continuum electron energyec .

In modeling plasmas, a set of rate equations is constru
for the population distributionN(n) of excited states~f ! of
the recombined ion, where the equations are to describe
various effects of the plasma particles~both electrons and
ions! on these excited states as the system approaches a
sithermal equilibrium. Because of the large number of ra
needed in modeling, the rates are usually summarized
simple set of empirical rate formulas, as obtained from
tailed calculations. While the empirical rates that descr
processes such as RR, TBR, collisional ionization and e
tation, etc. explicitly specify the individual final excite
states, the currently available DR rate formulas fail to co
form to this requirement. They are in most cases the to
rates obtained by summing the contributions from all t
final singly excited statesf, as well as from all the interme
diate resonance statesR. When summed overf, the valuable
information given by detailed benchmark calculations is lo
Thus, no explicit dependence of the rates on the final state
4096 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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present. Consequently, the total rates are often used
though the only DR contribution is to the ‘‘ground’’ states
the ions after the recombination. Such a procedure is o
ously not consistent, and can be justified only when the p
cess takes place in isolation or at low plasma densit
where the effect of the plasma environment is negligib
Then, eventually statesf will, by the definition of Auger
stability, relax radiatively to the ground states of the reco
bined ions. But in a plasma where many electrons and i
are present, the statesf are often strongly perturbed, and it
precisely the task of plasma modeling to implement this p
turbation via a set of rate equations.

It is the purpose of this report first to point out the de
ciency in the currently available rate formulas, and to sh
that, when the final excited state dependence of DR is
plicitly retained, the rates for the final ground statesf 0 of the
recombined ions are greatly suppressed. The amount of w
involved in benchmark calculations is increased sligh
when the contributions to the individualf states must be
collected state by state, but the data to be cataloged are
increased manyfold. How to summarize these newly adjus
data in a convenient set of empirical formulas is a ques
yet to be addressed. Exceptions to this deficiency are
modeling studies in which detailed rates obtained from
explicit calculations, and not from the empirical formula
are used directly in the rate equations. However, most of
huge modeling codes use the simple empirical formulas. F
thermore, as stressed previously@4#, the rate equations an
the input rates presumably provide a complete descriptio
the plasma relaxation toward equilibria. Therefore, appro
mations introduced in constructing the rate equations m
be compensated by the input rates, and vice versa. For p
tical reasons, the approximate set of rate equations chos
often finite in number, with an upper cutoff at states that
rapidly in Saha equilibrium.

II. DIELECTRONIC RECOMBINATION RATES

Since DR is a resonant process, its rates and cross
tions factorize, in the isolated resonance approximation,
can be given in terms of two building blocks, the autoion
ation and radiative decay probabilities, defined asAa(a,b
→c,g)52p z^a,buV12uc,g& z2 and Ar(a→ f )52pu^ f u«
•r ua&u2, respectively. The doubly excited states will be d
noted byR5(a,b), and the initial state of the ion is taken t
be its ground stateg. For radiative decay, thea→g transition
is often the rapid mode. By exchange symmetry,b→g and
b→ f for singly excited final statesf, etc., are also possible
In the isolated resonance approximation, where overlapp
resonance terms are neglected, DR rates are given by

aDR~ i→R→ f !5~4pRy/kT!3/2~gR/2gi !

3exp~2ec /kT!Aa~R→c,i !

3Ar~R→ f !/~Ga1G r !. ~2!

Ga andG r are the total Auger and radiative transition pro
abilities, respectively, for the resonance states~R!, and are
given in terms of theA’s as G r(R)5( fAr(R→ f ) and
Ga(R)5( jAa(R→ j ). Accuratea can be evaluated once re
as
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liable Aa andAr are available. They in turn depend critical
on the various electronic wave functions involved in the m
trix elements of theA’s.

It has been found convenient to categorize the DR proc
into three groups based on the different modes of excitat
g5(ng ,l g)→a5(na ,l a), although this separation become
less distinct as the number of open-shell electrons increa
This excitation is accompanied simultaneously by the c
ture of a continuum electron,c5(ec ,l c)→b5(nb ,l b), with
the energy exchange between them.~Other permutations are
also possible.! Then we have, withDn[na2ng and D l
[ l a2 l g , ~i! DnÞ0 involving intershell transitions, with
largeDag and smallnb for orbital b; ~ii ! Dn50, D lÞ0 in-
volving intrashell transitions, with moderate sizeDag and
nb ; ~iii ! Dn50, D l 50 involving intermultiplet transitions,
with small Dag and largenb .

The doubly excited resonance states formed by the in
step of excitation/capture in the DR process are affected
the plasma, due to the plasma microfield of the plasma io
as well as any externally imposed electric and magn
fields, and also by the collisional effects of plasma electro
We denote these as plasma field distortions~PFD’s! and
plasma collisional transitions~PCT’s!, respectively. These
two effects are not additive, however, and must be includ
in modeling of the plasma in a consistent way, witho
double counting. The outer-shell electrons in state~R! with
the principal quantum numbernb are in high Rydberg state
for the excitation modes~ii ! and ~iii !, and thus are mos
affected by the plasma effects.

Most of the data on DR rates available so far have b
generated by a variety of theoretical methods and appr
mations, with varying degrees of accuracy. Since the w
involved in the calculation of the rates is often complex a
time consuming, much effort has been expended to deve
ing procedures that are suited for each specific purpose,
several extensive computer codes are available. The the
ical method employed in the present study~Sec. IV! is dic-
tated by the complexity of cascade contributions. We ad
the nonrelativistic distorted wave method for the continuu
orbitals and model potential~or Hartree-Fock! treatment of
the bound state orbitals in the evaluation ofAr andAa . The
simplest of the coupling schemes, the angular-moment
averaged~AMA ! scheme@5#, is eminently suited for treating
the complicated cascade effect. Generally, the final total r
tend to be overestimated by 20–30 %.

For the discussion below, we define

a f
DR~ i , f !5(

R
aDR~g→R→ f !, ~3!

aR
DR~ i ,R!5(

f
aDR~g→R→ f !, ~4!

and the total DR rate

a tot
DR5(

f
aDR~ i , f !5(

f
(
R

aDR~g→R→ f !. ~5!

As noted earlier, the last quantity defined by Eq.~5!, a tot
DR , is

routinely ~and often inconsistently! used in almost all the
past work in generating the empirical rate formulas. By co
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4098 PRE 62GABER OMAR AND YUKAP HAHN
trast, DR experiments demonstrate theR-dependent cross
sectionssR

DR( i ,R) and the ratesaR
DR( i ,R). Sharp DR reso-

nance peaks are observed as functions of the incident e
tron energy. Therefore, only the sum overf is required. For
plasma modeling with the conventional form of the ra
equations for the final excited state populationsN(n), the
appropriate rates area f

DR( i , f ) defined by Eq.~3!, and not
a tot

DR of Eq. ~5!, where only the sum overR is performed.
Evaluation of these new rates is rather more complica
because several resonance statesR can simultaneously con
tribute to the rates for the single final statesf, via multiple
cascades that require several generations of fluoresc
yields. Calculation ofa f

DR of Eq. ~3! is slightly more in-
volved than that performed previously fora tot

DR , but the final
data are generated differently, by grouping the contributi
to the individual final states, rather than by summing them
for the total rates.

The above discussion indicates that almost all the av
able DR rates are not useful for modeling purposes an
different set must be generated. However, some existing
can still be modified. In order to avoid unnecessary dupli
tion of effort in generating the rates with specified fin
states, we briefly discuss the possibility of extracting then
dependence from the existing total rates. Here, then (n
5nb) dependence comes from the high Rydberg statesb in
R5(a,b); the orbitala is by our definition associated wit
low-lying states, and in the second step in Eq.~1! it is as-
sumed thata→g1x, while b are left in excited states; thu
b. f . For the mode~i! process, the dominant contributio
comes from statesR in which both the orbitalsa and b are
low-lying excited states. Therefore, it is not likely that mea
ingful extraction of then dependence from the existing tot
rates can be carried out, and different calculations will
necessary to estimatea f 5n

DR ( i , f 5b5n) for the mode~i! case,
as discussed in Sec. IV. On the other hand, for modes~ii ! and
~iii !, high Rydberg state capture to orbitalb is usually in-
volved. The total rates are then obtained by summing
individual rates overn, assuming, e.g., then23 dependence
for n>nc , wherenc is the lowestn value allowed by energy
conservation.@Here, as seen from Eq.~2!, Aa,Ar for largen
is assumed, whereAa}n23 andAr}const, independent ofn.
For Aa.Ar , we havea}const, independent ofn.# There-
fore, for given total rates defined bya tot

DR 5(nc

` ā/n3

.ā/(2nc
2), we haveā52nc

2a tot
Dr and thus

a f
DR~ i ,n!.2nc

2a tot
DR /n3. ~6!

Of course, information ona tot
DR andnc is assumed available

Equation~6! may eliminate the necessity of recalculation f
modes~ii ! and~iii ! in some cases. Since the above sugges
procedure depends on the explicitn dependence of the rate
the recent work of Ref.@6# may be of relevance.

III. PLASMA EFFECTS: RATE EQUATIONS AND RATES

Modeling of plasmas requires setting up a realistic se
rate equations for the excited state populationN(n,t) that
include all the important atomic processes. The final s
distribution is affected by the plasma collisional effe
which is treated by the rate equations. A complete set of
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rates is needed, therefore, in addition to various other r
for the processes that are taking place inside the plasma.
in spite of much effort over the past 30 years, the availa
data are far from complete. Empirical rate formulas are g
erated not only to summarize the vast amount of data i
compact and ready-to-use form, but also to interpolate
cases where the rates have not been explicitly calculated
stressed above, they are exclusively for initial ground sta
of ions ~i.e., i 5g!, and the contributions fromf and R are
summed, as indicated in Eq.~5!. Furthermore, the plasm
field effects are often important, especially for modes~ii ! and
~iii !, but only a handful of cases have been analyzed, and
systematic compilation of data is currently possible.

Thus, the time evolution of a plasma toward quasiequil
rium is described by the rate equations forN(n,t), wheren
denotes the quantum number of the singly excited final st
~f ! of the recombined ions. Usually only the principal qua
tum numbern is included, while the angular momenta ass
ciated with eachn are averaged over, under the assumpt
that the collisional redistribution in the manifold is muc
faster than the other processes that are included explicitl
the rate equations. Thus, we have typically

dN~n!/dt52S NeCn
I 1Ne (

n8Þn

Cnn81 (
n8,n

Ann8DN~n!

1S Ne (
n8Þn

Cn8n1 (
n8.n

An8nDN~n8!

1NeN1an , ~7!

where the upper limit of the sums isu.n,n8.g. The cutoff
u represents the lowest Rydberg states that are in Saha
librium, while g denotes the ground state of the recombin
ion. In Eq. ~7!, Ne and N1 are the free electron and io
densities, respectively.CI denotes the collisional ionization
rate for the (n→c) transition, Cnm are the collisional
excitation/deexcitation rates forn→m, and theA’s are the
radiative decay rates (n→n8). The last term in the rate equa
tions represents recombination processes, and is indepen
of N(n), but instead depends on the ion densityN1 , which
is assumed to be that of the ground state; i.e., the recom
nation ratesa in Eq. ~7! are given for ground state targe
ions. We have

an5an
RR1an

TBR1an
DR. ~8!

In view of the lack of data on the specificn-dependent rates
an

DR, the simple approximation is routinely made to repla
the DR term, as follows:

NeN1an→NeN1a totdn,g . ~9!

Evidently, Eq.~9! is expected to become unreliable for pla
mas with largeN1 and at high temperatureT. It is the pur-
pose of this report to discuss the resolution of this proble
in terms of then dependence of the final states. Theg de-
pendence of the initial ion will be the subject of a follow-u
report.

Furthermore, previous work on modeling carbon impu
ties in a hydrogen plasma@7,8# has shown that at quasiequ
librium there is a substantial population of excited states
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the target ion, at the level of 5–10% of the ground st
population. In determining the ionization balance that d
scribes the degree of ionization as a function of tempera
T, a pair of charge statesZ1 andZM1 are treated at a time
starting fromZ5ZC and proceeding toZ50, whereZc is the
nuclear core charge. Thus, the solution of the rate equat
for the pairZ1 andZM1 should be the starting point of th
next pair, ZM1 and (ZM21)1, etc. Obviously, the final
state distribution at equilibrium for the recombined ion w
ZM1 becomes the initial state of the ‘‘target ions’’ in th
following step, with proper population distribution. Gene
ally, the population of the excited ionsN1

equil(n) at equilib-
rium decreases rapidly with increasingn, up to a bottleneck
aroundn5nB.4, and then gradually levels off to the Sah
value. Therefore, when excited states of the target ion, be
capture, are present in the plasma, the rate equations~7! must
be modified by adding a term of the form

d~DN!/dt51NeN1
~m!anm

e , ~10!

where the superscriptm denotes the excited states of th
target ion before capture. This extension of the model will
elaborated on elsewhere as a second part of this stud
turns out that the DR rates from the initial excited states
the target ions are quite large, larger by a factor of 3 to 10
compared with DR from the ground state. In the pres
report, we limit our attempts to improving the approximati
~9! by generating then-dependentan

DR. In connection with
the PCT’s, it is possible to approximately include a corre
tion to the rates by using a specially tailored Fokker-Plan
operator; the PCT modified ratesã may be obtained from
ãDR(m)[(11V)aDR(m), whereV depends on the struc
ture of the rate equations and rates. Some systematic stu
of the plasma collisional and field effects have been m
recently for a simplified hydrogen plasma with carbon imp
rities @2,8#.

Discussion of DR in plasmas is not complete witho
touching on the other plasma effects, the PFD’s, although
present study does not include this aspect. The presence
field in the plasma affects the electron orbitals that are
volved in the DR process, thus affecting the rates. The st
ion microfield for the PFD is represented, for example,
the Holtzmark field, or time-dependent refinements can
made@2,9#. In addition to the electric field effect, a comb
nation of an electric and magnetic field may further mod
the above result@10#. This may be viewed as producing a
extra electric field in the Lorentz transformed drift fram
with velocity uY 5cE3B/E2; the change in the electric fiel
may be approximatelyDE5B2E/2E2.

The PCT and PFD effects are in general not additive
previous study@8# takes this problem into account by fir
modifying the rates under the PFD, and then inserting th
into the rate equations for the PCT’s. The result seem
indicate that possible interference between the two effec
small. However, much more work is needed to clarify t
situation.

IV. DR RATES AND FINAL STATE DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we illustrate the importance of the dep
dence of the DR rates on the final excited states of the
e
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combined ions, by explicit calculation of the rates for t
ground state of Ne-like Al31 target ions. All the dominant
intermediate resonance states are considered, and the re
compared with the conventional total DR rates. As poin
out earlier, the total rates are often summarized by vari
forms of empirical formula. Thus, for example, in one rece
report @14#, a set of empirical formulas was obtained by fi
ting separately for each excitation mode~i! and~ii !. The rates
for mode ~iii ! have not been tabulated; they are importa
only at low temperature, but the problem of PFD can
serious, and getting an empirical formula for them may
difficult. As discussed in Sec. III, the task of extracting then
dependence associated with the final recombined state~f !
from the available total rates for mode~ii ! may be possible
without direct recalculation of the rates. Therefore, we co
centrate below on the rates that involve the excitation m
~i!. A simple distorted wave method is adopted here, w
single-configuration Hartree-Fock wave functions for t
bound state orbitals, and in the angular-momentum-avera
coupling scheme, mainly because of complicated cascad
fects that need to be taken into account. As will beco
obvious, any other refined procedures make the calcula
nearly intractable.

The DR rates for Al31 calculated here explicitly depen
on the final states~f !, and the contributions from differen
resonance states~R! to the same individual final states a
summed in the isolated resonance approximation. Even w
these simplifications, the calculation is very complicated, d
to the presence of multiple cascade transitions.~To simplify
notation, explicit reference to the core 1s22s2 is omitted for
all the configurations.! The initial state of the target ion isi
52p6. All R states of the general form 2p53snl, 2p53pnl,
and 2p53dnl are investigated in detail, up ton56. The cal-
culatedan

DR are presented in three groups,A, B, andC, de-
pending on the number of maximum allowed Auger chann
~1, 2, and 3, respectively!. Group A includes all theR
52p53snl states, which are allowed to autoionize by Auge
electron emission to the ground state 2p6 only. Group B
containsR states of the form 2p53pnl, which may Auger
decay to both 2p6 and 2p53s n>5. The groupB states have
small aDR values because the Auger rates to 2p53s are at
least 10 times larger than that to 2p6. In addition, 3p states
are not dipole allowed to decay radiatively to the 2p5 orbital.
GroupC deals with 2p53dnl states; thed state 2p53d2 can
autoionize only to the 2p6 final state. However, a subgrou
of R states 2p53d4l may Auger decay to both 2p6 and
2p53s final states. Moreover, starting fromn55, 2p53dnl
can Auger decay also to 2p53p, where the 2p53p Auger
rate is much larger than the other rates, including the sm
radiative channel with widthG r . Thus, the contribution of
group C to the total aDR is small at n54 and decrease
rapidly for n>5. In the following, we denote the singly ex
cited, Auger-stable final states byf m ; all other states reache
in the intermediate steps of cascades are denoted bykm .

Since the calculation of the rates that involve multip
cascades is complicated, we illustrate the problem by p
senting a simple typical example of the distribution ofaDR

over final singly excited states. Consider the decay sche
of the R[2p53s5 f state created by the first step of DR, a



TABLE I. DR rates i The numbers in brackets are additive powers of ten to 10214, e.g.,
0.55@22# means 0.55310

5 n5..6
R 3s d 5 f 5g 6s 6p 6d 6 f 6g

3s2 0.75
3s3p 5.5@23#

3s3d 6.33
3s4s 0.16
3s4p 1.9@23#

3s4d 2.51
3s4 f 5.1@23#

3s5s 5.6@22# 7
3s5p 1.2@23#

3s5d 1.23 .55
3s5 f 2.8@23# 6.71
3s5g 9.8@26# 1.95
3s6s 2.2@22# 3 0.52
3s6p 7.3@24# @24# 3.36
3s6d 0.69 5.53
3s6 f 1.6@23# @23# 6.38
3s6g 4.1@26# 4.5@23# 1.87

Subtotal 18.3 17.7
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n units of 10214 cm3/sec for groupA intermediate states 2p53snl of Al31. kT53.7 Ry.
22 in the above units, i.e., 0.55310216 cm3/sec.

f
n53 n54 n5

3p 3d 4s 4p 4d 4 f 5s 5p 5

4.15
0.2@22# 5.39
2.6@24# 0.73

2.9@24# 3.41
1.5@25# 5.66

4.4@23# 6.76
.9@25# 1.3@24# 0.65

8.4@25# 3.3@24# 3.39
1.0@26# 4.5@25# 1.5@23# 5
1.7@23# 1.7@23#

8.3@26# 1.3@22#

.1@25# 4.1@25# 8.7@25#

3.9@25# 9.8@25# 2.8
0.5@25# 6.2@24#

8.3@24# 9.8@24# 0.8
3.3@26# 5.5@23#

21.3 16.6
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TABLE II. Same as Table I, but for groupB states 2p5pnl of Al31. All the rates that are less tha
10219 cm3/sec are omitted from the table for simplicity.

f
n53 n54 n55

R 3s 3p 3d 4s 4d 5s 5d

3p2 0.14@24# 0.11@21#

3p3d 0.68@22# 17.97 0.59@22#

3p4s 0.24@21# 0.91 0.112
3p4d 0.62@22# 6.73 0.15@21#

3p5s 0.81@24# 0.21@22# 0.95@23#

3p5d 0.61@24# 0.38@21# 0.34@23#

Subtotal 25.7 0.127 0.13@22#
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2p61kcl c→ 2p53s5 f →2p65 f ~k1!

~ i ! ~d! →2p53s3d ~k2!

→2p53s4d ~k3!. ~11!

The values of Auger ratesAa at the allowedl c values are
Aa( l c52)50.2137@10# sec21 and Aa( l c54)50.2816@11#
sec21. ~The number in brackets denotes the power of 1!
The radiative rates to dominant final statesk1 , k2 , andk3 are
found to be Ar150.4341@10#, Ar250.584@9#, and Ar3
50.188@9# sec21. Thus, the Auger, radiative, and resonan
widths are Ga(d)50.3029@11#, G r(d)50.5113@10#, and
G(d)50.354@11#, all in sec21. The radiationless captur
probability isVa50.2545@13# sec21. The fluorescence yield
for the first final singly excited statek15 f 15(2p65 f ) is
v(2p65 f )5Ar1 /G(d)50.1226. Using Eq.~2!, the DR rate
for this k1 is then

aDR~2p65 f !56.71@214# cm3/sec. ~12!

In the second step, statek2 is still Auger unstable and will
decay again by either Auger or radiative transition as

2p53s5 f→
v1

2p53s3d→
v2

2p63d→
v3

2p63s, ~13!

where v150.165@21#, v250.188@22#, and v350.221
@22#. Thereforev(2p63d)5v13v250.31@24# and thus

aDR~2p63d!50.169@216# cm3/sec. ~14!

On the other hand, withv(2p63s)5v13v350.364@24#,
we obtain

aDR~2p63s!50.199@216# cm3/sec. ~15!

In addition,k3 decays also byAa or by Ar as

2p53s5 f→
v4

2p53s4d→
v5

2p64d→
v6

2P63s, ~16!

where v450.53@22#, v550.59@22#, and v650.26
@22#. Thus, v(2p64d)5v43v550.313@24#, and this
gives

aDR~2p64d!50.76@217# cm3/sec. ~17!
.

We also havev(2p63s)5v43v650.139@24#, and hence

aDR~2p63s!50.76@217# cm3/sec. ~18!

The DR rate for the state (2p63s) can be obtained by addin
the values ofaDR in Eqs.~15! and ~18!:

aDR~2p63s!50.275@216# cm3/sec. ~19!

Hence, the final state distribution of the DR rate forR
52p53s5 f is given by Eqs.~12!, ~14!, ~17!, and~19!.

Table I summarizes all the important distributions fro
group A (2p53snl). Here, two points must be stressed:~i!
The final states with very small values ofv, which may be
reached as a third step of cascade decays, are neglect
simplify the example.~ii ! For someR states, final excited
states are reached by at least four routes of decay. Thus
distribution of DR rates over the final excited states must
calculated carefully through all available routes. It is obvio
from the table that the main contribution toaDR of f
52p63l comes fromR52p53s3l states. Similarly, the main
contribution toaDR of f 52p64l is from 2p53s4l states, and
so on. The DR rate atn55 is slightly greater than that a
n54, an unexpected result. This may be attributed to
presence of resonance statesR with 5g, since no suchg
orbital is allowed atn54. In addition, in the Al31 case the
3s→2p5 radiative transition dominates at alln in the decay
of 2p53snl. However, atn56 the DR rate starts to decreas
slowly and is predicted to scale as 1/n3 from n57, because it
will behave mainly as the Auger rate to the ground sta
Hence, the high Rydbeg states~HRS! contributions are esti-
mated using an empirical formula of the type of Eq.~6!.

In Table II, we present the calculated DR rates associa
with group B (2p53pnl) intermediate states. TheR states
2p53p3d and 2p53p4d have large DR rates, where they a
allowed energetically to autoionize to the 2p6 ground state
only. However, all 2p5nl with n>5 are allowed to autoion-
ize to both 2p6 and 2p53s states. Therefore, DR rates a
suddenly decreased as we go fromn54 to n>5. In addition,
both 3d or 4d orbitals in the states 2p53p3d or 3p4d
strongly decay radiatively to 2p6 state. Thus, DR rates to
2p63p dominate the contribution from groupB states, espe-
cially 3p3d and 3p4d. On the other hand, all states of th
form 2p53pnp have very small DR rates because eitherp
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TABLE III. Same as in Table II, but for groupC 2p53dnl states. The DR rates forn56 are very small due to the 2p53p Auger decay
channel, which opens up atn55.

f
n53 n54 n55

R 3s 3p 3d 4s 4p 4d 4 f 5s 5p 5d 5 f 5g

3d2 4.2@25# 1.2@21# 19.95
3d4s 6.0@25# 5.2@23# 2.6@22#

3d4p 7.4@26# 7.2@24# 4.4@26# 2.8@21#

3d4d 0.5@25# 2.8@23# 6.6@21# 3.52
3d4 f 1.2@24# 7.8@22#

3d5s 5.9@26# 4.7@24# 3.4@26# 7.7@23#

3d5p 2.9@26# 3.7@26# 2.8@22#

3d5d 1.6@23# 2.7@22# 7.3@24# 2.5@21#

3d5 f 4.4@26# 2.5@26# 6.9@23#

3d5g 6.4@26# 8.6@24#

Subtotal 20.8 3.9 0.3
e
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or np orbitals are not allowed to stabilize radiatively, in th
dipole approximation, to the 2p5 orbital.

The values ofaDR in units of 10214cm3/sec for groupC
(2p53dnl) states are presented in Table III. In this grou
the R states withn53, i.e., 3d2, radiatively decay only to
2p6, while 3d4l may autoionize to 2p53s as well. There-
fore, the DR rate for 3d4d decreases by as much as a fac
of 6 from that for 2p53d2. The R states 2p53d5l are al-
lowed also to autoionize to 2p63p with largeAa values and
thus the DR rates for groupC states are very small atn
>5, as seen in Table III.

In summary, from Tables I–III, we note that the ma
contributions to 2p63l are from 2p53s3l , 3p3d, and 3p4d
as well as 3d2 and 3d4d, and all otherR states in groupsB
and C have very small DR rates forn>5. The final state
distribution with relatively large DR rates is from 2p53snl,
n>4. This situation is expected to be completely differe
for ions with a higher degree of ionization in the Ne isoele
,

r

t
-

tronic sequence, e.g., Fe161, where the values ofn in R states
at which the Auger channels 2p53s and 2p53p open up
become larger. Typically, for the Fe161 case with groupB
andC states, the transitions to 2p53s take place atn510 and
7, respectively. This leads to the formation of the final st
f 52p6nl with 3<n<9 and large DR rates; more specifi
cally, the R states 2p53pnl (n53 – 9) and 2p53dnl(n
53 – 6) are involved.

We summarize the result of Tables I–III in Table IV fo
ready comparison. The three rows for each entry ofR give
the DR rates at temperatures of 1.85, 3.7, and 7.4 Ry.
group of resonance states 2p53snl formed from the initial
target in its ground state is dominant for all values ofn of the
final excited states 2p6nl. ~However, these 3snl states are
not allowed to be formed if the initial states are not t
ground state.! The HRS contribution is large and come
mostly from 3snl, n.5. On the other hand, the HRS con
tributions from R53pnl and 3dnl groups are negligible.
es
TABLE IV. DR rates in units of 10214 cm3/sec summarized for the three groups of resonance statR
52p53snl, 2p53pnl, and 2p53dnl. The electron temperatureT is chosen around the maximum atkT
.(2/3)ec ; the continuum electron energy is close to 5 Ry for the present system of Al31; we also treat the
cases withkT51.85, 3.7, and 7.4 Ry. The final statesf 52p6nl.

f
R kT ~Ry! n53 n54 n55 n56 n.6 Total

3snl 1.85 16.4 11.5 12.0 11.2 24.6 75.7
3.7 21.3 16.6 18.3 17.7 38.9 112.8
7.4 14.5 11.8 13.4 13.2 29.0 81.9

3pnl 1.85 16.0 8.1@22# 8.2@24# 1.8@23# 16.1
3.7 25.7 1.3@21# 1.3@23# 2.9@23# 25.8
7.4 19.4 9.5@22# 9.7@24# 2.1@23# 19.5

3dnl 1.85 10.0 1.9 1.4@21# 3.1@21# 12.4
3.7 20.8 4.1 2.9@21# 6.4@21# 25.8
7.4 17.8 3.3 2.6@21# 5.7@21# 21.9

Total 1.85 42.4 13.5 12.1 11.2 24.9 104.2
3.7 67.8 20.8 18.6 17.7 39.5 164.4
7.4 51.7 15.2 13.7 13.2 29.6 123.3
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Finally, we note that the contributions from all theR
54lnl 8 states withn.3 are negligible when the initial stat
is the ground statei 52p65g, because there are strong A
ger channels that result in 2p53s, 2p53p, and 2p53d as well
as the Auger decay tog.

V. SUMMARY

We have pointed out the need to extend the existing
pirical formulas for the DR rates to be explicitly depende
on the final recombined states. This modification is con
tent with the rate equations to which DR and many ot
rates are to be introduced. The existing empirical formu
for the total DR rates are not applicable to the rate equat
that determine the excited state populationN(n) of the re-
combined ions. We emphasize several points of some im
tance in generating the DR rates for modeling plasmas.

~1! The DR rate formulas must be generated in suc
way that the final singly excited states are explicitly spe
fied. This requires a slight adjustment of the conventio
procedure adopted in detailed benchmark calculations.
total rates summed over all the singly excited final sta
must be used only in the limit of very low plasma densitie

~2! The DR rates for the initial excited states are a
-
t
-
r
s
s

r-

a
-
l

he
s
.

desirable, but have rarely been considered. This require
serious extension of the conventional rate equations, and
be the subject of discussion in a future publication@11#.
Overall consistency requires such an extension.

~3! From the several existing benchmark calculatio
@12–14# and their adjusted results, a different set of rate f
mulas may be generated. In some cases, the existing
rates@15# for the excitation mode~ii !, and perhaps also fo
mode ~iii !, may be used to approximately extract then de-
pendence, as the high-n contributions may often be known t
be either constant independent ofn or of then23 type.

~4! The DR rates associated with the excitation modes~ii !
and ~iii ! are especially sensitive to external field perturb
tions. Systematic compilation of data that include the P
effect is yet to be carried out.
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